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Abstract

An explanation, supported by numerical simulations and analytical theory, k given

for the harmonic cyclotron emission induced by fast ions in tokamal( plasmas w in

particular, for the emission observed at low harmonics in deuterium-deut_,ium and

deuterium-tritium experiments in the Joint European Tokama_k. We show th&t the first

proton harmonic is one of the highest spectral peaks whereas the first alph8 harlnonic

is weak. We also compare the relative spectral axnplitudes of different hL,_monit=. Our

results are consistent with the experimental observations. The simul&tionl v_rify tha_

the instabilities are caused by a wealt relativistic mass effect. Simulation _ shows

that a nonuniform mai_etic field leads to no appreciable change in the _ rage

and saturation amplitude of the waves.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Qz, 52.65.+z, 52.60.+h, 52.55.-s



Superthermal radiation by fast ions at harmonics of the local cyclotron frequencies has

been observed from tokamak plasmas. 1-5 The first proton harmonic for the deuterium-

deuterium (DD) reaction has one of the strongest-intensity narrow peaks in the power spec-

trum and is measured to be linearly proportional to the fusion reaction rate over several

orders of magnitude. 2' 3 In contrast, the first alpha-particle harmonic in a deuterium-tritium

(DT) plasma is weak, and the second alpha-particle (or first proton) harmonic has the high-

est peak. s' 6 Because of the importasace of the fast ion behavior in a burning fusion reactor,

there have been several recent attempts to explain the origin of this emission. CottreU and

Dendy 3 used a local electrostatic dispersion relation with ion Bernstein waves propagating

perpendicular to the magnetic field (i.e., with parallel wave number kll = 0) to suggest that

the excitation is caused by the positive slope, OfOva. > 0, in the velocity distribution of

the protons; however, they presented no parametric comparison with experiments. Dendy,

Lashmore-Davies, and Kam r employed kinetic theory with homogeneous profiles to study

the resonance of the ion Bernstein wave and the fast Alfv_n wave at kll = 0 and showed that

multiple cyclotron harmonics can be excited with a growth rate proportional to the square

root of the proton-to-deuterium density ratio, (nl,/nu)l/2; however, they also found that the

first proton harmonic is stable, which disagreea with the experimental observations. The

spontaneous emission calculation of Arunasalam, Greene, and Youx_ gave a spectrum of

weak, broad-width harmonics. Coppi and Asherie 9 calculated the growth rate, proportional

to n_,/nu, of the fast Alfv&a instability due to O//_%a. > 0; however, their liaea_ theory

predicted that the first proton harmonic is stable. Coppi 6 also studied the DT _ and

found that the first three alpha-particle harmonics are marginally st&hie. He concluded that

additional processes should be considered for the excitation of the very lowest harmonics.

Simultaneously, Chen 1° investigated a two-energy-stream cyclotron ix_bility caused by the

weak relativistic mass effect of the fast ions in a magnetized plaJ,u_.



The purpose of this work is to apply the general theory proposed in Ref. 10 in order to

study the cyclotron emission and make detailed comparisons with experimental results

in particular, the observed excitation of the first proton harmonic and the measured relative

spectral amplitudes of different harmonics for both DD and DT fusion plasmas. Also, for

this propose, a particle-in-cell simulation was developed in the present work, from whose

results we verify the excitation mechanism of Ref. 10 and the scaling law for the saturation

amplitudes.

We assume that the excited waves mainly propagate ax:ross the external magnetic field,

which is valid at the rational surfaces of a tokaxnak, because the instabifity peaks where

kll _ 0. l° When we include nonzero kll due to shear in the magnetic field, the electron

Landau damping can be neglected for poloidal mode numbers, m, smaller than qal_/rv,,

(-_ 103 for typical tokamaks), where q is the safety factor, a is the minor radius, R is the
i

major radius, _ is the wave frequency, r is the radial width of the wave envelope, a_nd v, is

the electron thermal velocity. The effect of a local nonuniform magnetic field tl' 12 is found

to only slightly modify the instability.

When the weak relativistic mass effect is taken into a_count, the harmonic cyclotron

frequency of the fast ions is sfightly lower than the corresponding haa'monic cyclotron fre-

quency of the thermal ions. This difference gives rise to two-streaming in gyrospace. We

consider frequencies _ in the range g,f'l_, > w > glf_f/7, where t is the harmonic num-

ber, 12c = ZeB/m,c is the cyclotron frequency, Z is the charge number, e is the unit

charge, B is the external magnetic field, mi is the ion mass, c is the speed of light, 7

is the Lorentz factor of the fast ion, and the subscripts s a_d f indi_te the slow and

fast ions, respectively. This condition does not change if the magnetic field is nonuniform,

since all the frequencies axe related to the local cyclotron frequency. We will calculate the

different harmonics of an electrostatic ion cyclotron wave at its peal< growth for the fol-

lowing parameter regime: nl/n, ,¢. 1, Wpo/fl, _ I, w_/12ce _ 1, z, = kp° ,_ 1, and



7- 1 .._ v2/2c 2 _-. 1; here, wp is the plasma frequency, k is the wave number, p is the

Larmor radius, and the subscript e stands for electron. The relevant dispersion relation l°

can be written as e(_o,k) _ .4+ 7)/(6- A) +C/_ 2 ... 0, where A _- 1 for £s = 1 (e.g,

the first alpha-particle harmonic, which resonates with the first deuterium harmonic), and

A 1 w_,/[2f_,,(gfncf-_,,)] for £, > 1; T_ 2 _ _ ),.-,

6 = w/e/we/- 1 is the normalized frequency mismatch; A = 1 -7t,gtc,/gyf_=y; we/ = ticS!V;

and (Jr21) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order e! averaged over a shell distribu-

tion. For g, > 1, this cubic dispersion re! ':on yields the normalized frequency mismatch

_la 2 2 _13 ( _ _, ,6 --- 0.5(7 - 1) (%!/_p.) ((j_,)),/3 )'/3/<kc)_/3 while the growth rate is

v/_5 g/we/. For t_, : 1, the growth rate, 2(_- l)'/2(w,!/w,,)((J_,>)'/' (elwcl)'/kc, and the

normalized frequency mismatch, vF2(_o,//_o,,) 2 ((J],))'/2 (t/w_//kc)2, are smaller.

The instability transfers energy from the fast ions to the wave, and from the wave to

the slow ions. The relative spectral amplitudes of the different harmonics are determined

by the nonlinear saturation mechanisms. During the initial linear growth phase of the

wave-fast ion interaction, the inequality ¢0 > t/fro!!7 holds so that the fast ions are losing

energy on average, and thus the relativistic factor 3' decrea._es on average. The interaction
i

stops when this inequality is violated because of the 7 change, that is, when the mismatch

vanishes, t° which occurs when (3'),Atur,aiou= 7/(1 + 6). When we include magnetic field

shear, the minimum mismatch estimated from linear theory is _ = mppr/2glqaR; 13 this

is zero for a pure radial (m = 0) mode. 14 Define the efficiency rI in terms of the rate of

change of the fast ion kinetic energy: r/ = (7 - (7)_i,,a)/(7 - I). We assume that the

relative wave energy aznplitudes are determined by the available fast ion energies (measured

by r/) for the different harmonics. For slow ion harmonic numbers t, > I, we fred r/ __

o5( /4.1,, ,- ([t_cS-fl_)ll3/(kc) . This is proportional to (hin,) 113.

Since the total available fast ion energy is proportional to hi, the spectral amplitude of

the same harmonic for different density values scales a_ (nl/n,) 4/3. For t, = 1, we have



17_ vf2(wr,]lwi_.)1 ((J_s)) '/2 (gSWcslkc)l('/- 1)-', which means that the spectral peaks are

proportional to (n/In,) l, and hence much smaller. We note that the effect of geometry

and the processes of wave propagation and mode conversion may be involved in determining

the scaling law for the wave spectral amplitudes as measured outside the tokamak plasma;

however, these processes are not within the scope of the present work.

We have developed a one-space-and-three-momentum-dimensional electrostatic particle-

in-cell simulation of this situation, with kinetic ions and dielectric electrons. The ion dy-

namics can be treated relativistically or classically, which gives an important check on the

importance of the mass shift mechanism. The system is periodic and is initiated with a quiet

start,15, is with particles uniformly distributed with a very small perturbation. The case to be

simulated is the D-D reaction in the Joint European Tokamak (shot #6992) 3 which has pa-

rameters at the plasma edge, where the emission originates, as follows: B = 3.4T, Maxwellian

deuterium temperature Tm= 1 keV, riD = 1 × 1013 cm -3, shell-distributed protons with

energy Ep = 3.02 MeV, and np= 8 × 10s cm -3. These parameters give wi,O/WcD = 18,

npEp/rzDTD = 0.24, Pr,/PD = 55, (where the subscript D stands for deuterium), 7 = 1.0032,

and pp = volw_/ -_ 7 cm, with Vo the birth speed of the fusion-produced ions. In the nu-

merical simulation, we keep the first two parameters constant to insure that the physics

of interest is unchanged, and we use Pt,/PD = 3.5, 7 = 1.064 with 5% energy spread, and

nplrtD = 0.02 to make the simulation affordable. The system length is 512 grids, with dz

the grid size (normalized to unity). The proton gyroraxiius is tip = 61 dz. Time is normalized

to fl[z_. One time step is 0.02. The simulation uses 59048 deuterons and 7776 protons. The

modes with mode numbers from 1 to 7 axe kept; the wave number k is equal to 2x/512 times

the mode number.

Figure 1 shows the time history of the field energy normalized to the total system energy.

The field energy grows exponentially and saturates at t -., 150fl_. In contrast, when we turn



off the relativistic effect by using Newton's equation for the ion acceleration instead of the

Lorentz equation, Fig. 1 shows that the field energy remains at about its initial noise level:

i.e., this instability mechanism is removed. This comparison makes sure that the observed

instability is due to the weak relativistic mass effect. To examine the effex:t of a nonuniform

magnetic field, we added a 2% peak-to-peak sinusoidal nonuniformity over the system length

and repeated the relativistic run. We observed that the linear growth rate has no appreciable

change and the saturation level remains at the same level. To further clarify the instability

mechanism, we calculated the growth rate for different modes from the history of their field

energies. The results are shown as dots in Fig. 2, whereas the solid and dashed curves are

derived from linear theory for a monoenergetic shell distribution and are for the first and

second proton harmonics, respectively. This agreement, as well as the particle dynamics

(not shown), verify that the growth mechanism is due to the two-energy-stream cyclotron

instability.

In Fig. 3 we show the power spectrum for the two most unstable modes: mode 2 (with

wavelength _ = 256dx = 4.2 pp) and mode6 (_ ,_ 85.3 dx = 1.4 pp). The spectrum of mode 2

is dominated by the first proton harmonic, whereas the spectrum of mode 6 is dominated by

the second proton harmonic. The relative amplitudes of the two spectral llnes are consistent

with the prediction (r/= 0.16 for the first harmonic and rl = 0.14 for the second harmonic)

from the nonlinear saturation scaling law discussed earlier. From the sczling bawd on the

simulation and the theory, we estimate that, for the JET deuterium-deuterium case, the first

harmonic has r/= 0.03 at )_= 9 cm whereas the second harmonic has 17- 0.001 at ,_ = 1 cm.

Their relative amplitudes are consistent with the experimental results; 3 unfortunately, no

measurements of the wavelength are available.

For a deuterium-tritium case (shot #26148) in JET s' 6 with edge parameters B = 2.8 T,

nD = 9 × ].012 cm -3, nT = I. x 1012 cm -3, and TD = TT -_ 7 keV, the proton energy

is Ep = 3.02 MeV and their density is np= 1 × 109cm -3, and the alpha particles have



|

energy E_, = 3.5 MeV and density no = 8 x I09 cm -a. We expect the first alpha (deuterium)

harmonic to be weak, the first proton (second alpha) harmonic with ,7 = 0.08 to peak at

X = 25cm, the second proton harmonic with r/= 0.016 to peak at A = 4 cm, and the third

proton harmonic to peak at X = 2 cm with 77= 0.007. The efficiency 77of the first proton

harmonic may be lower because its wavelength is too long. Again, the spectral amplitudes

are consistent with the experimental observations.

Fusion-produced tritons and helium-3 are born with energies of 1.0 and 0.82 MeV, re-

spectively, at a rate roughly equal to that of the fusion-produced protons. At their cyclotron

harmonics that are not degenerate with the deuterium harmonics, there is no spectral peak.

Our explanation is that resonance of these harmonics with the deuterium harmonica (e.g.,

£_c, _ el-_cl), which is required for the instability, does not occur.

In summary, we have given an explanation for the excitation mechaxtism of the ion cy-

clotron harmonic emissions in both D-D and D-T fusion plasmas. A particle-in-cell simula-

tion code that was developed to study the linear and nonlinear scaling laws for this coUective

mechanism shows that the first proton harmonic is one of the highest spectral peaks whereas

the first alpha harmonic is weak. The relative amplitudes of the different harmonica were

also obtained and found to be consistent with experimental observations. Without mode

conversion and other effects, the spectral peak of the first proton harmonic acmes with pro-

ton density as (np/nD) 4/a, which is close to that inferred from the experiments. 1-3 We note

that some higher harmonics may be excited by a number of other mec_hanisma,a'a- re,l, How-

ever, the very lowest harmonics can only be explained by a two-energy-stre.mn cyclotron

instability from the weak relativistic mass effect, m In order to have a full di_:lo6ure of the

practical conditions for relativistic cyclotron excitation in confinement devices (tokamaks)

and the resulting fast ion dynamics, more numerical and theoretical studies are needed.
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Figure Captions

1. Time history of the field energy for the relativistic and nonrelativistic cases.

2. Growth rate for the first and second proton harmonics vs. wavelength, from simulation

(dots) and theory (curves).

3. The power spectrum for the two most unstable modes (mode 2 and mode 6).
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